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Introduction
Træna is final proof that paradise
doesn’t have to be in the tropics.
Lay yourself down and let us fill
you in….
Once upon a time, far, far up north,
and a little out to the left, there was
an archipelago of islands so spectacular, so cute and so “far out” in every sense of the words - that
legends beyond belief circulated
far and wide. Its actual name and
remote location remained a secret,
however, known only to those bold
enough to venture to the edge of
the Arctic Circle (or those who
listened to the shipping forecast).
And yet, over time, the truth of its
fertile bounty and savage beauty
began to spread, carried like dirty
great seagulls on the wind, until at
last the secret was shared and its
fame was assured. Its name was
Træna. And it was funky.
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For the sailors reading this - and The Connoisseur
always likes to please the sailors - Træna is thirtythree nautical miles off the Helgeland Coast in the
North Sea. (That’s at least how it’s trademarked.)
For ordinary landlubbers, that’s sixty-five kilometres
off Northern Norway’s shoreline, and for those fascinated by cartography, the Arctic Circle cuts right
through Træna. At the moment it slices through the
summerhouses on the island of Sandøy, but in
30,000 years - give or take a millennium or two it will be back on the island of Husøy.
Making things all the more alluring, this archipelago
of hundreds of islands enjoys the finest of Northern
celestial phenomena: you can enjoy the midnight sun
in the summer, while The Northern Lights will keep you
fertile through the winter. It’s also surrounded by voluminous quantities of fish and intelligent sea mammals,
guarded by countless graceful (and less graceful) birds,
and inhabited by around half a thousand robust folk, a
few hundred sheep, three donkeys, numerous fairy tale
creatures, and more cats than The Coliseum.
The majority of these land-dwelling creatures inhabit
the central island of Husøy, but there’s also a settlement
on the more secluded Selvær, and there are some who
say they’ve even sighted two or three people living on the
biggest island, the iconic and mountainous ‘It girl’ known
as Sanna. Sandøy, too, is populated, though mainly only
during the holidays, and then there’s Sørholmen, whose
lighthouse has stood 18 metres tall for little short of 150
years. And the rest? The rest belongs to Mother Nature…
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Man, It’s The Wu-Tang Clan
They - whoever ‘they’ are - say that God washed his
hands over the coast of Helgeland. Perhaps this is why
the last Ice Age missed out Træna, making it inhabitable
earlier than many other places. They also say that Træna
has been occupied for some 9,000 years - since the first
settlers arrived in their leather boats - and that it’s the
oldest settlement in Norway.

Havfolket
Trænværinger, as they are known, prefer to call themselves Havfolket - ‘The People of the Sea’. It’s an accurate description, and one underlined by the yellow pennants that flutter from poles in even greater numbers
than the national flag. The sea’s presence is felt with
such intensity that sometimes you’ll find people simply
standing and staring at the waves. For hours on end. It’s
like their lives depend upon it. Which of course they do.
The sea steals lives, but redeems itself by sharing its
wealth with the islanders. It therefore brings both brings
smiles and grimaces to their faces. After all, these two
expressions are almost the same. So, instead of upsetting themselves about things they cannot influence,
Træna’s residents focus on things that they can. In most
cases, this means home and garden improvements. In
fact, The Connoisseur is sometimes forced to wonder
whether it’s these activities that keep islanders alive: is
the moment that the hammering stops the moment that
they simply lie down and die?

Furthermore, they say that the name Træna most likely
derives from the word for the number three - þrír (Old
Norse: Þriðna) - which refers to the Wu-Tang Clan peaks
that tower over the island of Sanna. You might see five
summits when you look at the horizon these days, but let’s be fair - when one journeys here, it’s the three largest that catch the attention. So don’t start giving Træna’s
ancestors shit about their eyesight or their maths.
At the heart of Træna’s history, from the Stone Age to the
Autopilot Age, lies fishing. Only a few days in July allow
anything else a look-in, when hordes from the mainland
arrive to indulge themselves in what is arguably the
most extraordinary music event in the world: The Træna
Festival. But, to be honest - as a guidebook should be even during that giddy summer weekend of music and
mayhem, fishing lies at its core, and fish is certainly the
only food you’ll get served. Without it, there wouldn’t be
a festival, just an indie rock fat camp.
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The Guide
This guide is published by The Municipality of Træna probably the most glorious municipality, and definitely
one of the smallest, governing the most spectacular
group of islands on Earth - and The Træna Festival, the
most exceptional music festival on our green and blue
planet. Its fine provocateurs wanted to share their paradise in the North with the rest of the world: its immense
culture, its vibrant music festival, its arts, its fish, and,
let’s not forget, its immaculate nature.
This guide has two evil twins. The Oslo edition,
published by by:Larm, Scandinavia’s biggest music
conference, was first issued in 2009. The Tromsø edition
was published in 2014 by Raketten (The Rocket) - the
very best, if smallest, sausage kiosk in the North, to be
found on Tromsø’s main square. These editions were
successes, with over 90,000 copies printed and distributed todo el mundo. The Træna edition is analogous,
but, The Connoisseur hopes, has its own identity.
And why shouldn’t it, when Træna is so completely
different from anything else?
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The Poor Man’s Connoisseur
The Poor Man’s Connoisseur is all about enjoying the
better things in life. To be a connoisseur, one requires
an elaborate knowledge of everything appealing to the
senses. But, as self-appointed experts in matters of
taste, connoisseurs have, over the years, been criticised
for being vague or superficial critics. It’s hard to be an
expert when one has to know so much about everything.
Reinstating the connoisseur to the modern world therefore needs revitalisation with a twist: lavish spending is
no proof of expertise, and the true connoisseur always
knows that splendour can be found off the beaten track.
This doesn’t mean The Poor Man’s Connoisseur is parsimonious, of course, just that they are demanding when
it comes to quality. It is, after all, always a question of
content and context rather than cost. So The Poor Man’s
Connoisseur may happily spend a month’s salary on a
single dinner, a great journey of farout fishing, or other
extravagant experiences, but they’ll consider it money
well invested!
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(Im)Practicalities
There’s no easy way to say it:
if you’re a pedantic planner, or a
less than easy lover, getting to
Træna can be a bitch. But it can
turn out to be a very nice bitch,
and more than worth the bitching.
In fact, it’s as much a journey of
the imagination as it is a physical
trip. So, even if the idea of a five to
six hour boat ride - and that’s after
a potential journey of John Candylike proportions, with its slew of
planes, trains and automobiles seems intimidating, the chances
are it won’t be anything you regret.
It might take as long to fly from
Guantanamo to LA, but - just as in
Guantanamo - “What happens in
Træna stays with you forever.”
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Getting to Træna
GETTING TO TRÆNA FOR DUMMIES
The Connoisseur’s advice is simple if you, too, want to
keep things simple:
A

B
C

if you’re travelling from Oslo or further away or from the North of the country - first head
for Bodø.
if you have a penchant for propeller planes and
bumpy rides, first head for Sandnessjøen.

D

if you’re travelling by train or car from anywhere
south, first head for Mo i Rana (and then
Stokkvågen ferry harbour).
if you’re rich, hire a chopper.

N.B.

Whatever you do, if you’re coming by car, leave it
at Stokkvågen harbour. The only people who
need cars on Træna are the islanders, and some
times even that’s hard to explain. You may bring
your bike, of course, if the bike is vintage enough,
but then only for aesthetic reasons.

The Boatman’s Call
There’s little doubt that getting to Træna by boat from
the mainland demands patience and determination.
Even if you’re Norwegian, the effort required may seem
overwhelming due to one simple thing: understanding
the websites involved is tougher than explaining what
lies at the end of the universe.
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During the Træna festival itself, organisers compassionately arrange a special timetable for music fans, with
tickets bookable via the trena.net website. (Perhaps
they should be given the franchise all year round?)
The rest of the year, there are two companies involved in
reaching Træna by public boat - Torghatten and Boreal
- and currently they seem to be communicating like your
divorced parents. So, since reaching Træna from Bodø the most popular embarkation point - requires the use
of both firms, you should brace yourself. Even the local
area’s website, visithelgeland.no - which features huge
pictures of Træna on its front page - can only provide
you with links to the boat companies rather than
explain how to proceed. The Connoisseur considers the
true heroes of this odyssey to be the staff on the boats
and the harbour folk, who seem to be about the only
people who know what’s going on and are able to
articulate it clearly.

(Im)practicalities
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From Bodø

The first thing to note is that you’ll need two tickets to
get to Træna: one from Torghatten, which will get you
as far as Onøya, and one from Boreal, which will get you
to your final destination. Naturally, it’s possible to buy
these tickets simultaneously at Bodø harbour, but you
can’t buy them together online. In fact, you can’t buy
tickets between Onøya and Træna - the second leg online at all.
The next thing to note is that booking a return ticket
at Bodø harbour is out of the question. Only outbound
journeys are available. You can book the second part
of your return from Onøya to Bodø online, but that first
part, from Træna to Onøya, remains elusive.
Don’t panic if calling the official information line on
177 proves frustrating. If you have to, you can call the
vessels instead, using the numbers provided on the
relevant websites. But boats rarely reach capacity, even
during the summer (most likely because people can’t
figure out how the hell to get around and so book tickets
to Gran Canaria instead). The only time you really need
to worry about boats selling out, therefore, is if you’re
trying to get to Træna and back for the festival, in which
case go straight to trena.net. So, on second thoughts,
what’s the problem? The only reason we’ve written at
such lengths is because this is supposedly a guidebook.

BODØ

Known as the end of the line - it’s the northernmost outpost of
Norway’s rail network -Bodø is Nordland County’s biggest town,
and inevitably its capital. It’s situated in the midst of the Salten area,
between the Wall Of Lofoten (see p. 99) to the northwest - which is
much like the Wall Of Sound, with less reverb but still plenty of echo
- and the coastline of Helgeland to the south (which includes our
beloved Træna). Though its population is around 50,000, Bodø is best
known as the embarkation point for journeys beyond its borders,
largely thanks to its less than tempting city centre architecture. The
culprit behind this is the Luftwaffe, who destroyed most of the city’s
heart in 1940, making half its inhabitants homeless. It’s perhaps
no coincidence, then, that the city has maintained a strong military
presence ever since. This includes an airbase made famous during
1960’s U-2 crisis. (This is different to the prolaptic crisis Bono’s had
since Achtung Baby.) Back then, an American pilot, Gary Powers, was
shot down over the Soviet Union on an espionage mission taking
him from Karachi to Bodø. (Spielberg should make a movie out of
this, with the Coen Brothers writing the script, and Tom Hanks in the
starring role.) You can learn all about the Cold War - when apocalypse and The Osmonds were a daily reality - and examine these
U-2 planes at the Norwegian Aviation Museum.
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Bodø’s most famous attraction is Saltstraumen, 30 kilometres
south. This offers dramatic whirlpools similar to the ones you
have when you flush the toilet after a Norwegian seal kebab with
sweet corn and Thousand Island dressing. It also has the strongest
tidal current in the world, with water speeds reaching 22 knots
(41 km/h). Forty kilometres north of the city sits the island of
Kjerringøy, a well-preserved, former trading village whose scenic
setting and authentic buildings make it a perfect movie location.
On the way out west to Lofoten lies the aptly named island of
Landegode, ‘The Good Land’. This, like Lofoten, is something particularly well viewed from the red, red sands of Mjelle (also known
as Rubin Beach), which clings to the coastline on the way to
Kjerringøy. Who could ask for more? Apart from, perhaps, water
that doesn’t freeze off your reproductive organs.
If you’re planning to stay in Bodø, the new Scandic (rica.no) offers
good sleeps, plus exorbitantly priced G&Ts served with ice chipped
from a nearby glacier. (Who needs global warming when you can
destroy the local icebergs yourself?) Cheap sleeps can be found
at Bodø Hostel. For food, try OhMa’s sushi by the water, while
Bryggerikaia by the harbour has a good veranda, and Paviljongen
is a great place for people-watching and coffee. Going out?
Public and Dama Di are your best bets.
The most important thing to do in the city - especially en route to
Træna - is to stock up at the city’s Vinmonopolet, the state-run
Wine Monopoly. This is your last chance to buy spirits and wine*
for many nautical miles, and is situated conveniently close to the
harbour. Next to the wine store, and therefore similarly helpful,
is the Komplett fritid sports store, which will - as its name
suggests - provide you with everything you need for your leisure
time in the North, assuming you’re Norwegian and leisure means
‘foolhardy suicide missions in the great outdoors’. Amongst its
fine goods are the survival suit, which is not only the right attire
for Træna - and indeed much of rural Norway - but also the most
sophisticated souvenir you’ll ever buy.

*

A Connoisseur tip (valid here and in other remote places
far away from vineyards): buy wine in boxes, not bottles. Alongside horsepower, volume and weight count in Norway.
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From Sandnessjøen

If you arrive in Sandnessjøen by plane, you’ll need to
take the shuttle bus from the airport to town. Their
schedule can be found at helgelandtransportservice.no
You can’t book in advance via the web, but at least it only
requires one boat.
SANDNESSJØEN

A town and port just west of De syv søstre (‘The Seven Sisters’)
mountain range, this municipality is now merged with Alstahaug.
Its places of historical interest include a medieval church, where
poet and minister Petter Dass (see p.87) - the local Shakespeare worked around 1700, and a Museum dedicated to the old preacher.
The latter was designed by the renowned Snøhetta Architects,
the team behind the iconic Opera House in Oslo and the 9/11
Memorial at Ground Zero. South of Alstahaug lies the Island of
Tjøtta, where the famous comic strip Viking chief Hårek resided
in the 11th century.

C

From Mo i Rana

If you arrive by train, you’ll need to take a bus to the
ferry harbour at Stokkvågen some 70 kilometres away.
Buses coincide with the arrival of boats, but to keep you
on your toes with your rucksack ready, they’re marked
Tonnes, not Stokkvågen. If you arrive by plane, you can
take the twenty minute shuttle bus from the airport
to Mo i Rana, and then a bus to Stokkvågen’s harbour.
Polar Tours, responsible for the shuttle bus, don’t offer
a schedule on their website (polartours.no), but they
tend to turn up when the planes arrive. If you need more
information, call them: Phone +47 971 44 444.
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MO I RANA

Mo i Rana is so called to distinguish it from other places named
Mo, of which there are far too many in Norway: the word translates
simply as ‘meadow’, and this one is in Rana. A better name might
have been its former postal address - Mo 8600 - which sounds like
an early industrial electronica duo. (But it isn’t. Yet.) Nonetheless,
the town is indeed industrial, one of the most important in the
north of Norway, making it somewhat different to many other fishdependent settlements in the area. Mo is blue collar, and its
industrial park is one of Norway’s largest, and therefore vital to
local society since it provides work for 1,900 people. Its steelworks
- something locals like to brag about, and after which their world
music festival, Smeltedigelen, ‘The Melting Pot’, is named - also
consumes more power than the entire Oslo municipality.

The Final Word
If you’ve managed to steer your way through all of this,
then you’ve won a prize: a ticket to Træna. You’ll have
to pay, but at least you’ll get there. The Connoisseur,
however, would like to emphasise that they take no
responsibility for the accuracy of any of the information
contained here*, or any costs incurred as a result
of following these instructions. Frankly, you’re on your
own now.
Of course - as already noted - none of this is likely to be
a problem at any time of the year apart from during the
festival. You don’t have to be a Connoisseur, however,
to suggest that it would take little effort to improve the
modus operandi so that it’s navigable. It might also bring
more visitors to the area, something that’s surely in
everybody’s interests. Isn’t it?

*

For that matter, The Connoisseur takes no responsibility for
any of the information contained in this book.

The Coastal Voyager
If you’ve got time to spare and money to spend,
take a cruise along Norway’s awe-inspiring coastline.
The Hurtigruten heads up from Bergen, via Trondheim,
up through Helgeland to Lofoten, Vesterålen, Tromsø
and Hammerfest, before reaching the North Cape and
ending in Kirkenes. Generally, this Orient Express of
the North is a reliable and leisurely - if expensive way to travel. Fierce winter weather can occasionally
cause cancellations, but also adds swagger to the
Hurtigruten’s famous New Year’s parties*.
Web: hurtigruten.no

*

A true Connoisseur voyage would have this boat travel
all the way from Oslo to Kirkenes, ending at a Murmansk
pageant in Russia.
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you nervous. In which case: good luck in Træna! As so
often when it comes to grand projects in the North, the
great railway plan was of course to send trains even
further north. During the Nazi occupation, the Germans
intended to extend the tracks to Narvik in Nordland
with something they called The Polar Line. After the war,
government authorities abandoned this idea, causing
Norwegians to argue since that if the occupation had
continued another five years, the country’s infrastructure might have been significantly better.

Hurtigbåter
These ‘fast boats’ serve the coast and numerous fjords
of Norway, offering a scenic ride on nimble vessels
through the waterways up the Nordland coast.
In fact, they serve the whole west coast of Norway,
from Stavanger in the South to Finmark in the North.
You can’t buy happiness, but you can buy a ticket.
Though probably not online.

The Polar Line remains one of the country’s - or at least
its Northern inhabitants’ - dreams, and not just because
of its Disney-esque name. But what already exists is
still fantastic, one of the most remarkable rides in the
world, taking you from the rolling hills of Trondheim,
on to the Saltfjellet Mountains, and finally the weathered and rugged terrain of the North. So come on, baby:
do the locomotion!

Car

Train

To get to Træna, your best bet is the E6, a road that
offers you the opportunity to travel all the way from
Trelleborg, on the southern tip of Sweden, to the North
Cape Plateau. In winter, of course, you’re at the mercy of
the elements, and driving there involves long distances,
so consequently fuel costs may prove unattractive.

Starting at Trondheim (where you can connect from
Oslo) and ending at Bodø, Nordlandsbanen - ‘The
Nordland Line’ - runs for 730 kilometres, making it the
longest railroad in Norway. It’s also the only one in the
country to cross the Arctic Circle – surely, for some, a
goal of its own. To get to Træna, you can get off at Mo i
Rana, but Bodø is also an option if provincial life makes

The E10 through Sweden and Finland can also prove a
smart choice, if you know your way. Here the roads are
cheaper, better - but less scenic - with fewer people,
less roadkill (to kill), and its service stations are more
filling. Just keep your hands on the wheel and your
eyes on the road.

(Im)practicalities
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The Journey

The Mythological Journey

The journey is the reward, they say. In the case of Træna,
it’s not entirely true: this epic pilgrimage will lead you
to even greater joy, so you get twice the bang for your
buck. Træna may seem to exist on the cutting edge of
nowhere, but as you travel along the coastline, it’s easy
to recognise that the scenery here is worth the struggle
of standing to attention on deck in stiff, cold winds or at least fighting for a window seat. And that’s just
for the first hour or so. Sex hungry whales haven’t even
begun to pursue you yet.

Wherever you go in the North, there are mythical stories
attached to the landscape. That’s why some people call
Helgeland Disneyland. It’s as though it wasn’t enough
for the local fishermen to make up tall tales about the
beasts they’d hauled from the sea. Perhaps they were
simply stone cold bored sitting out on their boats looking at the mountains.

Whatever the season, the ocean crossing can be rough
and tough*. But the further you go, the more vivid the
journey. In return for your commitment - if you’re travelling from Bodø - you’re blessed with the noble sight of
the 571 metre high Mount Hestmannen ('The Horseman'),
the towering Rødøyløva ('The Lion of Red Island') and the
370 square kilometre Svartisen Glacier. Meanwhile, if
you approach from Sandnessjøen, you can ogle De Syv
Søstre (‘The Seven Sisters’) whose peaks line up temptingly 1000 metres over the sea. Next, as you head out to
open waters, the island of Lovund rises from the ocean
like the mound of Venus. All this is merely foreplay for
the unforgettable sight of the iconic mountains of Træna
that protrude from the brine like mighty teeth of the sea.
Unmistakeable even from many miles away, these are
Træna’s greatest symbol, and though the highest of them,
Trænastaven, may only be 338 metres tall, they welcome
you like you’re arriving in the North’s own Phi Phi Islands.
*

If you suffer from sea-sickness, your best bet is fresh air, and
keeping your eyes on a fixed point on land so your inner gyro
can calibrate the rolling of the waves. Chewing slices of fresh
ginger apparently helps too. The Connoisseur does not recommend the sailor’s favourite, Snus.

Norwegian folklore tends to focus on trolls. Scandinavians know them as mischievous, supernatural,
distinctively un-Christian beings who lived in mountains and caves, and were no great fans of sunshine or
barbers. Round these parts, for instance, and visible
during the journey to Træna, you’ve got Hestmannen
('The Horseman'), who had an affair with a ‘mountain
goat’ called Svolværgeita (up in Lofoten). Meanwhile
Suliskongen (based further inland) was an exceptionally
fertile old goat himself: it’s his multiple daughters who
are still known as De syv søstre (‘The Seven Sisters’).
And let’s not forget the goddess Sanna herself - the
reason we’re all here, the star of the show - who looms
over Træna. She apparently controls the midnight sun,
the northern lights and, like all good goddesses,
demanded sacrifices in her caves.
Amongst all these mythological trolls, you can probably
find more if you really look hard enough: The Stone
Roses, Cliff Richard or Rocks Ann. You don’t have to turn
on the red light.
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Getting Around

Necessities

BYGDERUTA

POLICE

The local ferryboat leaves from
Husøy to Sanna, Sandøya, Holmen
and Selvær several times a day.
This is how kids get to secondary
school, grownups do whatever
they do, and it’s the perfect way
to go island hopping.

TAXI BOAT

Book a boat to get around:
Phone: (+ 47) 991 66 522

INFORMATION

You’ll find a smiling girl by Husøy’s
pier in her little tourist office.

(Im)practicalities
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Outside of festival time, police
visit Træna from the mainland
just once a month. This date,
obviously, is not a good time to
plan any Beastie Boys sabotage.
Mind you, police were once called
to an incident in which someone
was making drunken threats on
a Friday night and only turned
up the following Monday afternoon. No wonder they say that
all Norwegian laws stop in the
Træna fjord.

EMERGENCIES

Fire: 110
Police: 112
Ambulance: 113
(Yes, there is one. On Husøy,
anyway. And two defibrillators)

MEDICAL HELP

Ask for the doctor. Or call him:
(+47) 750 95 850

LIFEGUARDS

Staffed by volunteers. Træna
Festival Chief Anita Overelv is
one of them. Trustworthy indeed.

BIKE RENTAL

As with nearly everything else
when it comes to practical
stuff for visitors, walk to Træna
Rorbuferie (see p. 61) on the other
side of Husøy, rent a bike, and
then cycle back to civilisation.

Weather
Træna’s weather is constantly changing, something that
makes it a popular topic. Oddly it seems only to have two
seasons: winter and summer, sometimes within an hour.
Spring doesn’t exist, and autumn is over in the time it
takes to gut a mackerel.
Inevitably, summer provides the best weather, with a
July average of around 11°C, though temperatures have
been known to peak as high as 30°C. The worst falls
from late autumn, when low pressure stagnates out in
the North Sea beyond Sanna. That said, thanks to the
Gulf Stream, Træna’s coldest month averages a balmy
1°C, while the lowest recorded temperature is still little
under -10°C, which really isn’t so bad for islands
“beyond the wall”.

(Im)practicalities
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The biggest threat to your enjoyment is the freezing
wind blasting in any time of year, and that’s why there’s
little point employing ordinary temperature measurements. Instead use the military one, WCI - the ‘Wind
Chill Index’ - which takes into account the effective
temperature of wind in movement. And, talking of wind,
it’s strongest on Sanna, where the valleys between
Trænastaven and the other peaks act as an intestine
that accelerates currents until they roar like an anus
after five plates of curry. Indigestion has reached speeds
of 220-250 km/h - 60 metres per second - which is top
of the league on the Beaufort Scale. This tempest has
its own name, and the Connoisseur thinks it’s Thor’s
Hammer.
Whatever it’s called, locals claim it can get so strong
that it’ll blow the lenses out of your spectacles: back
in the ‘80s, they endured eight hurricanes in as many
weeks. Locals also tell of storms that rolled over the
lighthouse island, leaving the lighthouse keeper to
catch his breakfast of herring between two pieces of
bread as they flew past his front door.
Prepare for the worst and you’ll do just fine.
That’s the one piece of information whose accuracy
The Connoisseur can guarantee.

Clothes
Dress for success, people, which means dress for each
and every surprise that may come your way. That’s why
locals tend to spend their lives wearing flotation suits
with built-in buoyancy for safety in the working environment. Often made with the provocatively named ‘Beaver
Nylon’, locals call these ‘Træna bunads’, but others term
them ‘Full Body Diapers’. The only reason anyone would
blink if you turned up at a wedding or funeral here wearing one would be if you’d left your flies undone. And that,
too, is unlikely: safety first, peeing second. But if you
don’t want to spend money on a survival suit, simply
bring good outerwear*.

*

Here’s another Connoisseur tip for ignorant foreigners: please
do as the Scandinavians do - use wool against your skin when
it’s cold. Cotton or synthetic fabric may keep you warm when
you’re dry, but it doesn’t help when you get wet, humid, or
sweat like a pig in a sauna. At the very least, invest in woollen
socks. Please! And, nope, modern woollen fabric for sports
doesn’t itch. The Connoisseur of course favours a silk cashmere mix. That probably goes without saying.
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Trænafestivalen
Taking place every year at the
end of the first full week of July,
the Træna Festival is a patently
preposterous musical (and culinary)
happening. It’s an event in which
almost the entire island community
voluntarily participates. So feel
the love and fall in love, if only for
the weekend.

History
Slipping away to collect seagulls’ eggs during a visit to
his Træna-based grandmother - as kids are trained to
do - twelve year old Erlend Mogård Larsen stumbled
upon Sanna’s Kirkehelleren, the Cathedral Cave.
Precociously, his first thought was: what a great venue
for a concert. Two decades or so later, in 2003, Mogård
Larsen made the dream a reality. The Træna Festival
now takes place on a far grander scale than anyone ever
imagined, and the cave itself has become one of the
most desirable stages a musician could ever perform.
You only have to see how many locals wander around
yearlong in their Havfolket hoodies carrying festival
tote bags like aging Berlin hipsters to recognise their
pride in the event. Every twelve months, they team up to
convert Husøy’s football pitch into an arena, the island’s
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church and chapel into concert venues, the sports hall
into a B&B, its fields into a campsite, and its harbour
waterfront into a Rotterdam bordello. Then they spend
a day or two dismantling everything, before returning to
repairing their houses.
Træna, though, isn’t just a festival. It’s a celebration in
which music is bait to lure people towards a tiny corner
of the world that they would otherwise never see. No
wonder festival chief, Anita Overelv, recently informed
the media that Træna’s headliners have always been,
and will always remain, “Herring, silver smelt, capelin,
cod and coalfish, with support from mackerel and
halibut”. Rock and roe!
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Practicalities
TICKETS

It’s a three day festival, so you can buy a three day pass - and, given
the journey, that would make sense - but day tickets are also available.
For those under the age of 15, there’s good news and bad news: the good
news is that the festival is free; the bad news is that this only applies
until 9pm, after which you’ll need a ticket. Frankly, you really ought to be
in bed by then. Your turn to party will come. On the other hand, there’s
twenty-four hours of light a day, so why bother going to bed?

CASH

Cash is not king here. ‘Cashless’ is, and that’s the name of the
company dealing with, and dealing out, the ‘dough’. For all transactions
within the festival itself, pick up a Cashless Card and top it up at special
stations throughout the music arena. Unspent money can be refunded
at any point during the festival, and that’s true even if you’re a pesky
foreigner - just remember your IBAN and SWIFT/BIC code. You can’t
remember those? Neither can The Connoisseur. Fortunately refunds
can also be handled via email after the event, though you’ll probably
be cashless anyway.

GETTING THERE

Those cunning folk running the Træna Festival lay on extra boats
over the weekend so you can reserve a place via trena.net long in
advance to ensure you not only get there, but get home again too.
Check that you have enough time to get to and from the boat for
your corresponding connections.
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Useful Items For
Happy Campers
The Connoisseur is not your mum.
Think of them more like a sexy step mum.
Now listen to her advice:

Accommodation
CAMPING

This is almost exclusively a camping festival, and the festival campsite
is your best - and practically only - option for accommodation (unless
you have plans to invade a family home on the island). When you arrive,
you‘ll be guided to the campsite, though it isn’t hard to find since it’s just
beyond the festival site itself. You’ll most likely be surrounded by local
kids eager to earn pocket money carrying your baggage, Sherpa style.
To secure your weekend space, present your festival pass, ID, and 300
NOK per person (as of 2014) - you don’t need to book in advance. Those
with a low tolerance for inebriated campers, or who suffer from tinnitus,
should search out the designated quiet areas.
The campsite is open for business from the Monday before the festival
until Hangover Sunday, the day after festival week on which travellers
rise from the dead and desperately head home, Dunkirk style. You’ll find
showers, toilets, kamikaze seagulls, the Red Cross, security, garbage
cans - USE THEM! - and fire extinguishers on site, although open fires
are prohibited*. Food is also available in the evenings and at night.

*

The Connoisseur rarely likes to issue orders, but this is
important: Please help Træna and Mother Earth by picking
up your rubbish and leaving the islands how you found
them. People live here, you know, so respect the environment.
In fact, respect the environment wherever you are, slobs!

Tent, warm clothes, effective rainwear,
accordion, daypack, hat, toiletries (including
anal wipes), sleeping bags and sleeping mats,
insect repellent, Vaseline, disposable gloves,
sunscreen, sunglasses or monocle, blindfold
(for those long summer nights), earplugs or
Valium (for those long festival nights), camera,
condoms and Chinese love marbles (for those
long tantric nights), plus more warm clothes
(See p. 33).
FESKSLO ‘BED & BREAKFAST’

If you’re afraid of light nights - sleeping under the stars is impossible
in July - there’s a festival dorm in the Træna Sportshall. Locals call it
a Bed & Breakfast, but, though the island seems to be populated by
readers of vintage issues of House And Garden, they don’t seem ever
to have been to a real B&B. (This one has certainly never benefited
from a trip to Laura Ashley.) What Feskslo - whose name poetically
means ‘fish guts’ - offers instead is seventy 3 x 3 metre tents that
hold up to four mattresses, depending upon your personal fetishes.
You’ll also get access to showers, toilets, breakfast, electricity and
snoring as rambunctious as a tuba convention. Furthermore, it’s
right beside the festival arena: you can do the Electric Boogaloo
from your bed to the main stage, and do a gymnastic triple backflip
Tsukahara into the nearest bar.
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Extracurricular
Festival Activities
CLIMBING

Guided tours to the top of Sanna’s imposing Trænastaven can be
joined during the festival thanks to SpesialSport. (See p. 95)
Web:
spesialsport.no

SAILING

What better way to arrive in Træna than after a week’s voyage up the
coast of Helgeland. There’s a guest harbour in the inlet on the south
east side of Husøy for eager sailors and boatsmen. If you don’t have
your own vessel, SailNorway can take you to and from the festival,
starting in Brønnøysund, past Ylvingen and through the Vega Islands,
while also offering the opportunity to fish and kayak, as well as hike up
the Seven Sisters mountain range. The final day sees boats competing
in the annual Træna Ocean Sailing Race from Sandnessjøen, and after
the festival you can sail on a further week. This takes you first to the
fjords beneath the Svartisten Glacier, where you can step out onto
Norway’s second biggest ice-cube. Then it’s on to Lofoten, where you
can spend the trip’s last days admiring - or porking on - its white sand
beaches while killer whales prowl the waves.
Web:
sailnorway.no

VOLUNTEERS

If you think that volunteering is about all work and no pay, then listen
up: Træna Festival volunteers may have plenty to do, but the rewards are
gratifying. Play your part in keeping the island clean, and make up for
all that time you spend dining in your bourgeois Copenhagen or Zurich
apartments while discussing kimchi and saving the world. Or help herd
festivalgoers to the right place at the right time so efficiently that Albert
Speer (Adolf’s secret lover) would have been proud.
You’ll need to be at least eighteen, honest, sober, punctual, diligent,
elastic and reliable enough that you’ll actually work your full allocated
time: normally two sessions of six to eight hours over the course of the
weekend. In return you’ll get training, a full festival pass, Paleo food, a
Træna sweatshirt and, of course, good karma. Whatever you do, you may
not be getting paid, but that’s because you’re priceless*.

*

Pick up that trash over there, will you? And while you’re
at it, bring us a champagne cocktail? A King’s Pjolter!

THE ONLY ROCK STAR ON THE ISLAND

Erling Ramskjell - known to music fans as Æ - may not be a native of
Træna, but he does encapsulate the place’s spirit rather neatly. A former
member of the band Schtimm, he moved to the island some years ago.
Since then, he’s released a number of albums, including a live recording
of his performance in Træna’s church during the 2010 Festival.
This gentle creature is softly spoken and as laidback as a dead fly.
His catchphrase, “sparkles and sunshine”, belies his melancholic
demeanour, and his beard hides a number of cats. (Both Andrew Lloyd
Webber and Rick Rubin would be proud of such a furry ensemble.) His
relaxed approach to life, and his philosophical outlook upon its quirks,
suit Træna’s Trinidadian atmosphere: he’s often found overseeing the
local youth, driving the local Miss Daisies, or, during the festival, fixing
everything and anything with a sober and serene efficiency. He can also
be found on the terrace of his house, a roll-up cigarette between his
nicotine-stained fingers, photographing Corpse Island and Green
Reefer ships passing at the tranquil pace he favours.
Æ’s true role in life, however, is to write and record music that defies
categorisation. It’s won him the admiration of many, including Sweden’s
Stefan Sundström. Often singing in an unusual northern Norwegian
dialect (though he’s released an acclaimed English language record too),
his music floats like driftwood between folk and indie. He’s endlessly
fascinating, and, as a musical symbol for Træna, he’s ideal. As a fisherman, however, he’s crap.
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The Other 360 Days
of The Year
Even at peak holiday season,
Træna is almost empty, whereas
nearby Lofoten and Røst are
packed. People, perhaps, find more
to do in those other destinations,
but here you enter a liminal state
of mind – like you’re having sex on
Alex Garland’s The Beach – and
everyday life dissolves: the changing
weather becomes a thing of eternal
fascination. This trance doesn’t fade
when you leave, and though the
imaginary bikini line will fade,
the memories will last forever.
You think you need mind-altering
substances to open your third eye?
Bollocks to that!
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Communitas
The manner in which houses are spread out on the
islands surely reveals one of the secrets of this untamed population: they’re close enough to feel part of
a pack, and far enough apart that they don’t live like
farmed salmon. All the same, most carousing tends to
take place in intimate groups, amid kitsch paintings,
maritime souvenirs and pictures of Norwegian hero
Erik Bye. He seems more worshipped than most giant
gods are up here: this is probably because it’s where the
sailor waltz king and Apache Chief wrote his most epic
melody, ‘Hildringstimen’ (‘The Hour of Fata Morgana’).
Presumably he did so during the few moments when
he wasn’t binge drinking himself blind with the natives.
Inevitably, the backbone for social life is provided by
small but dedicated community associations in much
the same way as local village churches once did.
Amongst them are the knitting club: so wild are their
gatherings that they’ve been known to take the local
ferry without alighting anywhere. This is so that they
can knit and purl to raise money for the rescue boats
somewhere other than their own homes. But don’t
scoff at these ladies: there’s a reason why Træna’s
houses are all named after women, and it’s most likely
connected to the fact that they ran the place while
the men were out at sea.

What’s My Name?
Put simply, no one actually knows exactly what the
places here are called. Is it Husøy or Husøya? Onøy or
Onøya? Do these end with or without a vowel? (Vowels
are very popular up North. Some go a whole lifetime
without using consonants: “Æ e i a æ å.”) Skipping the
bloody vowels seems practical, especially in strong
winds, when consonants really find their purpose. When
intoxicated, on the other hand, it’s vowels all the way.
The Connoisseur’s tip is to experiment with the endings.
You can’t go totally wrong, it seems, and it’s actually a
good icebreaker with the locals: “What do you actually
call this place?”*

*

By the way, you’re IN Træna, not ON Træna. Actually, you’re in
Træn, or Trææn, just to muddy the water further.
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The Træna Vernacular
In Træna - and actually throughout the north of Norway
- they really know their way around a curse, and draw
from a broad palette of swearwords. Even when being
polite, Træna’s most refined residents possess a dialect
so strong that some people, even from nearby, can find it
impenetrable*. This dialect, in turn, differs between the
islands: people from Husøy think people from Selvær
talk strangely, people from Selvær think people from
Sandøya talk even more strangely, and they all think
Sanna’s language is horrible. And the people of Sanna?
They’re so tough they don’t fucking care what anyone
says. As for the people on the mainland: they don’t
understand anything. Ever.

The Træna Civil Wars
Rivalries between islands are not such a great surprise,
but up here they used to get pretty intense. This was
considered internal social Darwinist preparation for
kicking mainland ass. The street gang, Boys Of Sanna,
for instance, used to pop over to Husøy to crack heads,
and on one occasion - before Husøy had its own
supply - cut the pipeline delivering fresh water to their
neighbours with an axe. But Sanna’s residents were also
prone to internal revolts due to the small size of their
island and its limited resources: these battles were
called ‘The Seaweed Wars’.

*

A word often used up here is ‘Ka’: ‘What’s up?’ or simply ‘You
what?’ Actually it can mean almost anything. In Træna, they
pronounce it the Iberian way - ‘Que’ - which they proudly argue
results from their link to the Mediterranean (See p. 77).

The Husøy people were no better: for a while the island
was divided according to North and South, and never
the twain did meet (and when they did, they clubbed
each over the heads like all good Vikings should).
La Guerre de Tranchées ran straight through Husøy’s
church, though that’s not why the War Memorial is
there. But what about the people at Selvær? Well, they
had - and still have - the best parties.
Nonetheless, everybody’s friends nowadays, and
competition between islands is more civilised.
After all, small communities unite against a greater
evil. As always, it’s the mainland.
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The Islands
If you don’t know which island you’re
on, check whether there’s cat shit,
goose shit, or ghost shit.
HUSØY

Husøy is the administrative centre of the archipelago, though
that doesn’t mean its horizons are full of tall buildings: the only
skyscrapers here are the mountains on Sanna. It’s certainly the
most visited island, and it’s also in (North) Pole Position in terms
of facilities: amongst them are tourist accommodation, a supermarket, a swimming pool, a retirement home, a doctor and a bar.
Husøy’s playground, by the way, was won in a national quiz,
so they’ve got brains as well as fish.
Husøy is a delightful place to explore, and many of its charms are
understated: the tiny Peter Dass Chapel, the little graveyard tucked
behind the sports centre, the view of Sanna from the water tower,
the climb up Nipple Mountain (Nipple was the Viking goddess of
milk), the sculpture of the moose nearby. And that devoted whiff
coming from the fish factory? Good evening, ladies. That’s the smell
of money!

SANNA

An island of mystery and troll goddesses, Sanna was the first of the
archipelago’s islands to be settled, and sits in the centre of a buffet.
The ocean surrounding it is overflowing with fish and sea mammals,
while manic seabirds swoop effortlessly overhead. Back in the olden
days, too, primitive shelter could be easily found in the island’s
approximately twenty caves. These include the extraordinary
Kirkehelleren: 32 metres high, 20 wide and 45 deep. This Cathedral
Cave - which has served as both a home and a cemetery, and now
triples as a concert venue - was the Raffles of its era. The nearby
Båthelleren, known as the Love Nest, was also popular with shagging couples, but you had to book by the hour. Archaeologists have
uncovered all sorts of secrets and artefacts here, from mass graves
- some said to be from the plague, some from sacrifices - to early
settlements of homes built from turf and stone at the foot of the
cliffs, and even gold rings with healing powers (see p. 78). But Sanna
offers other joys, including a magnificent beach, a neglected cemetery, peat marshes, and picturesque architecture such as the old
Telegraph Office. They’re due to upgrade to a fax machine in 2018.
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Perhaps Selvær’s most astonishing boast is that it has a kindergarten
with an alcohol license. They probably pitched it to the authorities as
a school and community house, but that sounds less fun when you’re
telling a story. A trip to Selvær is a trip down memory lane: as you follow
the road around the island, it feels like little here has changed since the
‘50s. As well as some seventy inhabitants, Selvær has three donkeys,
two motorised post bikes - though they don’t seem to need them, and
Husøy doesn’t even have one - and one deserted fishball factory. It also
has a hell of a lot of geese (whose presence is discernible in the poop
they leave on the roads) and even more eider ducks. These make for
very expensive duvets, favoured by royals and grandmothers alike.
They’re also why Selvær’s laws state that you have to keep your cat on
a leash. The best views around can also be found here: it’s closer to the
mainland, so the glacier glows, and on a clear day you can see Lofoten,
and even the curvature of the earth. Double Rainbow!

The Islands

CORPSE ISLAND

To the west of Husøy, bordering the channel that leads to the harbour, lies Likholmen, also known prosaically as Corpse Island, which
leaves little room for the imagination. This was essentially Træna’s
mortuary long before electricity: during the winter months, when the
ground was too frozen to dig graves, bodies would be left here until
they could be lain to rest. Dead ones, obviously.

THE LIGHTHOUSE

Sørholmen’s lighthouse has stood 18 metres tall for little short
of 150 years, though these days its heroic inhabitants have been
replaced by an automated system. Quite how they built this in 1877
on the most far-flung tip of the archipelago’s rough and rocky terrain
is a mystery to all but engineers, but it must have been hell. Sure
beats Stonehenge.
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Nature
From Husøy’s sea eagles and king
eagles - capable of swiping up
lambs and smaller festival-goers
- to Selvær’s geese and eider seaducks, from the killer whales that
sometimes pursue herring into the
sound to the walrus that popped
by not so long ago*,there are more
than enough reasons to bring your
binoculars.
WHALE PORN

This hasn’t been picked up in the San Fernando Valley yet, but when it
comes to whales, they look like dedicated swingers. And when it comes
to size? Well, the biggest stud of them all, the blue whale (admittedly not
that common on the Northern Norwegian coast) has an average penis
size of ten feet (three metres) and ejaculates - Money Shot! - up to two
hundred litres of sperm. No wonder they say you can smell the horny
whales filling up the fjords for fjornication fjurther up north in places
like Troms. There are so many you can probably walk from one side of
the fjord to the other, though it’s probably sticky as hell.
Here in Træna, the whales sometimes team up for a little foreplay on
the way north, or they can be seen recovering with a satisfied cigarette
on the way back south after their fucked up orgies. Two hundred litres,
though: that’s twenty ten-litre buckets of fresh sperm. Think about that!
Nah, maybe not! And, while we’re here, did you know that the whale is
thought to have evolved from the Pakicetus, a long-snouted amphibian
shaped somewhere between a badger and a crocodile with skin like a
hippopotamus?

*

“Not for food or sex,” one local claimed, “but for the view.”
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There are two places for overnight
lodgings on the islands: both are
on Husøy, one situated in the city
centre, and the other outside in
the suburbs.
THE TRÆNA GJESTEGÅRD

Located by the football pitch, this guesthouse is modestly practical
and used throughout the year by commuting workers. It also serves
proper fish courses during the week, as well as barbecued food
outdoors during the festival. Furthermore, if Kroæ bar isn’t open,
the Guesthouse’s bar probably is.

TRÆNA RORBUFERIE

Situated at the southern end of the island, the Rorbuferie has
accommodation based on traditional houses used by seasonal
fishermen. It offers secluded self-catering cabins perfect for
couples and families, albeit situated next to a fish factory.
Food is available in the main building, and it offers a great view
of the inlet to the island, as well as Sanna. (Of course! It’s
omnipresent!) Right behind stands the legendary Nipple Mountain,
perfect for an afternoon or night-time walk (see p. 95). Whatever
your needs, Træna Rorbuferie will fix it: bikes, fish soup, fishing
trips, fireworks and the moon on a stick.
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Nonetheless, The Connoisseur really wishes more
people in Træna would open up their neat and cosy
homes. Just put them out there on AirBnb.com! It isn’t
dangerous: Havfolket will make both money and new
friends. There are also house-swapping sites, like
homeexchange.com, and who wouldn’t swap with
someone in Træna for a week or two? So, Havfolket:
don’t you want to spend some time in a nice Provence
farmhouse, or on a Manhattan rooftop terrace?
Everything’s possible! It’s a brave new world out there…
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Food
In an enchanted kingdom like
Træna’s, it’s a surprise that there’s
no one here selling magic beans.
In fact, it’s a surprise that there’s
no fishmonger here selling fresh
fish either, though apparently the
key to that problem is to stop
people and ask them if they have
fish in their pocket, please, or are
they merely happy to see you.
Obviously, fish is the true megastar
of the kitchen: drop your line into
the ocean and nine times out of
ten you’ll pull something back up,
even if it’s Captain Haddock.
In fact, they’re so spoiled here that
not long ago scallops and herring
were used as bait, salmon was
considered a peasant’s dish,
and the pug-ugly monkfish was
used to scare the kids.
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Up here, they fry their fish in a coating of ground coffee
or cornflakes, making it a potential all-in-one breakfast.
(Remember that you love the fish. As Hemingway
wrote, “If you love him, it is not a sin to kill him”.)
There are other specialties here, too: these include
seagulls eggs, though some argue that only girls eat
these, and real men eat sea eagles’ eggs after impregnating them themselves*. Sadly, recent studies have
concluded that “seagull eggs should be restricted, due
to dl-compounds and possible vitamin A-D antagonism”.
(No one, after all, wants to antagonise Vitamins A-D.
They’re a complex bunch.) There are also slick whale
burgers, salted, fermented, bloody “old coalfish”, and,
especially on Sanna, voluptuous blueberries and blackberries. These are a by-product of Austin Powers’ and
Mini Me’s secret tests at the NATO base. And, if you’re
horny like Austin, drink plenty of Husøy’s water: it’s filtered from the sea and as pure as a Huldra, the nymph.
COFFEE

Going to each other’s house for coffee is the done thing here. It‘ll most
likely be served with homemade cakes, waffles, or ‘waffle cakes’ as
they call them. (Why make it easy when one can use some pleonasm to
make it just that little bit more complicated?) There’s one tiny problem,
however: finding out when it’s actually time for coffee. Nobody seems
to know - it just is. As a visitor, try this: go to the nearest house and ask,
“Is it time for coffee?” If you don’t dare, go straight to …

CAFÉ AMORA

Run by a top-notch baker whose cakes are so impressive she takes
regular orders from the mainland, Amora doesn’t have any local competition, except possibly the knitting club. Pizzas and sandwiches are also
available, and there’s a small selection of alcohol on display above the
counter. The Oreo milkshake is as fabulously sick as you’d hope.

*

This is absolutely a no-no.
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SHEEP

One of the greatest pieces of meat you can get is Træna lamb. With an
extra hint of salt from the sea air, and a rich, herby flavour from the wild
grass it devours, its flavour lingers for days. It’s even better cooked by a
vegetarian. Poor lamb.
There’s only one farmer on Husøy, and these days he scorns cattle since
they eat ten times more grass. He has about 250 cuddly sheep instead,
scattered all over the archipelago, and if you see them climbing trees
like Congo chimpanzees, don’t worry: they’re old school Viking breed,
and there aren’t many trees on Træna.
Back in the day, most people living here had sheep of their own. In fact,
one local individual claimed the biggest ram ever registered in Europe
came from Træna in 1998: its dead weight was an astonishing 89kg.
This mighty specimen was, apparently, “enormous but friendly”, but
didn’t manage to climb many trees.
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FISHING

Træna’s fishing community is constantly under threat: modern fishing
practices are affecting key migration routes as well as its vital food
chain, and manmade technology is also a growing hazard. Oil and gas
drilling in nearby regions provide plenty of risks, and the UK’s Sellafield
nuclear power plant is also an everyday concern: were something to
go wrong, water currents would bring devastation to the North. But it’s
contemporary methods of processing the fish that threaten people’s
livelihoods most: the industry employs far more than fishermen, and
their jobs are now in doubt.
Tragically, this book could soon be a document of a lost society: not so
much an Atlantis that sank beneath the sea, more an abandoned Eden
that lost its basis for existence. How can its inhabitants survive if their
society’s foundation disappears? Well, by the time you read this, it may
have. The Norwegian state might be helping to install everything from
a new harbour to fibre optics, but competition from cheap labour on
the other side of the world is deeply troubling: these days fish can be
shipped to the furthest end of the globe for processing and packing.
Then they’re sent back to Europe - and Norway - for sale in your local
store’s freezer cabinet. This kind of transportation is not only unsustainable, but also quite insane. Nonetheless, it maximises investor’s profits,
feeding their bank accounts in the Cayman Islands. It could also spell
the end for these beautiful islands: no industry, no people, no festival.
It might be economical to centralise business and populations, but one
of Norway’s greatest qualities has always been its thriving communities
spread out across this vast land, often in places you’d never believe.
If the Havfolket lose their income, then they’ll lose everything. There will
be no use living here anymore.
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Shopping
THE SUPERMARKET

This joint has everything you need, even to build a house. Which is nice.

MALINS KRAMBU OG BLOMSTER

Malin’s Florist And Boutique, a former nursery, is just up from the harbour opposite the café. These days, it’s where you can get anything from
fine orchids to scented candles, yarn to hand-peeled shrimp. Flower
bouquets are also available for that special Træna moment.

TRÆNASMÅTTERIET

Visit Mari Ann’s garden and her pottery workshop, and load up on
bric-a-brac to lift your spirits and weigh you down on your way home.
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Nightlife
If it’s bar crawls you’re planning,
they’re not going to take long.
Though opportunities to drink in
public exist, the vast majority of
alcohol-fuelled socialising in
Træna takes place at home or at
sea with friends (Don’t sink and
drive). Parties are powered by beer
from the supermarket, or more
fiery alcohol brought in from the
mainland’s Vinmonopolet.
No wonder Træna’s cars have
such big trunks.
This being Træna, gatherings are laid back, but, this
being Norway, no one has an empty glass for long. In
fact, these parties can get out of hand: a building was
nearly burned down on Selvær by a gathering on a
traditionally rowdy evening, International Women’s Day.
(Scandinavians take this very seriously.) The ladies no
doubt blamed the males, who’d been invited over in the
evening on the condition that they behaved like gentlemen. And who says the boys of Træna don’t?

Nightlife

KROÆ

The only dedicated bar on Husøy has an enviable location by the
water - just past the supermarket - and a breezy outdoor terrace.
The only thing counting against it is that no one seems to know when
it opens. Except during the festival, when it’s so busy you can barely
move (or take a pee).

KIDS

It can’t be easy being a kid in Træna in the 21st Century. Even back in
the 20th Century they got easily bored, which is perhaps why, back in
1912, two boys set Sanna’s mountainside alight above Kirkehelleren.
This caused the harbour to catch fire and apparently drove out some
of Sanna’s hottest creatures, the Huldra (see p. 80). No wonder so
many teenagers leave as soon as they’ve reached the age of consent.
Mind you, many of them return once they’ve got kids of their own
upon whom to inflict quiet island life. The fish is in their blood, don’t
you know?
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Legends
“Buro, Berto, Beriora”
The Double Dutch
Portuguese Pirates
So there were these twelve Portuguese pirates, right?
Or perhaps they were Dutch. And they arrived at Husøy
in the 16th Century. Or it might have been the 13th.
Maybe it was the 15th. Whatever. They dropped anchor
in one of the little inlets and started drinking, even
though there were seven bars open on the island back
then and they could have saved their Duty Free for long
days out at sea.
Anyway, islanders eavesdropped on the pirates, and
an eager translator explained that they were saying,
“Tonight we drink wine, but tomorrow we’ll drink blood!”
The locals weren’t so wild about this, and attacked
the Portuguese - or Dutch - pirates, slaughtering them
and sinking their boat. The translator lost his job four
days later. Later on, in the early 20th century, the boat’s
keel would be found and carbon tested, proving it was
from the 12th Century. Dendrochronological tests that’s tree ring dating, mate - were also carried out,
which said it came from the 15th Century. Anyway, they
used the boat for firewood.
So they buried the corpses on the western side of Husøy,
because the sun rises in the east on Judgement Day,
just as it does every other day. But actually, maybe they
buried them on Sanna, because that’s where they found
mass graves in the 1930s from the Black Death, and
one of them contained twelve bodies, so that must have
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been the pirates. Except that those twelve bodies were
apparently giants. Maybe they were the New York Giants.
Fancy another pint?

Fjord of The Rings
“History became legend. Legend became myth. And for
two and a half thousand years, the ring passed out of
all knowledge.” So wrote J. R. R. Tolkien, the man behind
successful orc-porn movies ‘The Lord Of The Rings’. In
that spirit, here’s a theory beloved of Træna historians:
the inspiration for Tolkien’s series of (he must have been)
high fantasy books was a mediaeval gold ring found in a
potato field close to Sanna’s Cathedral Cave. Tolkien was
a scholar of Norse mythology so this must be true.
The treasure, said to be from the 1400s, is inscribed with
the words “buro berto beriora”. Is this some form of sermo
vulgaris (vulgar latin)? Basque? Welsh? Who knows? The
Connoisseur certainly doesn’t, and nor do other experts.
The phrase was apparently used as a charm to stem the
flow of blood, which explains why similar jewellery has
been found, amongst other places, at the scene of 1415’s
bloody Battle Of Agincourt. Anyway, though “a Ring of
Power looks after itself, Frodo,” this one is looked after
by the Træna Museum, and it fits very nicely, thank you.
There’s also a conspiracy theory about Odysseus, which
suggests that the maelstrom through which he travelled
was Moskstraumen, in Lofoten, and that Triada, through
which he passes was, obviously, Træna. We don’t have
time to discuss Homer here.

By The Rivers Of Babylon
One ordinary stormy day, the locals of Sanna heard
crying. Superstition said this came from the spirit of
a baby that had died before baptism. This time, there
actually was a baby, washed ashore like Moses while
tied to a piece of wood from a nearby shipwreck. She
was a lovely girl: exotic, dark-skinned, raven-haired
and very beautiful, a stranger in these lands. They also
say she was a whizz at the castanets. Brought up by
the locals, she married, had kids, and became the
island’s patron. Many of Sanna’s people since, they
claim, are descended from her, and that, they also
suggest, is why they say ‘Que?’ (see p. 50) It’s also why
they insist the island’s houses look Mediterranean.
Architects, however, wonder if anyone from Træna has
actually been to the Mediterranean.
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Superstition
According to recent studies - which are proudly promoted by Iceland Air - as much as 80% of the Icelandic
population still believes in elves. Many, too, believe they
have sexual relations with elves, some on a regular
basis. The Connoisseur doesn’t know whether this is
defined as unfaithfulness according to Icelandic law.
So why can’t the people of Træna believe in a handful of
small, ‘grey people’? Too much fact is bad for business,
after all. At least few here brag about having intimate
relations with them. But folkloristics is not a precise
science, and it’s hard to differentiate between the creatures living amongst The People of The Sea. For starters,
every stone, rock and mountain could be - and probably
is - a troll. Then there are those ‘grey people:
short, heavyset short, heavyset creatures who are
particularly visible to the elder women in the area, and
who represent the energy of old Vikings. There are also
the Huldra, but they left the island as nymphs and pop
up working as TV weather presenters. Locals, by the way,
insist there are no ghosts here, though coffee and cakes
seem to loosen their tongues. Watch out for crosses on
the creaking doors of guest bedrooms.
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Culture
Yes, they have art out here.
Books, too. Even architecture:
they’re building new houses,
don’t you know?
Actually, everyone’s a hands-on
architect.
OTHER FESTIVALS AND HAPPENINGS

When the sun turns, on the 21st December, locals congregate in the
Cathedral Cave to sing like Smokey Robinson and The Miracles. Also,
in February, the annual Træna Visefestival takes place, showcasing
Norwegian and Swedish troubadours.

THE EAGLE MURAL

If you believe you can fly, and if you believe you can touch the sky, then
you’ll identify with the huge mural on the side of the sports hall. This
giant eagle was painted by Norwegian stencil artist Anders Gjennestad
aka Strøk alongside his German partner Mia. Credit due: they completed
it despite brutal winds that nearly froze off their fannies. It also made
aiming their aerosol spray paint cans more than a little tricky.

THE HARBOUR DILDO

Since 2013’s Træna Festival, a big log has stood proudly erect in the
inner bay of Husøy’s harbour. Though it resembles a prop in some nastiness cooked up by a young Steven Soderbergh, it was actually a gift from
the Træna Festival and its team of lumberjacks (and they’re OK). Carved
from a single piece of wood, it represents an evil, mythical force called
Dypet - ‘The Deep’ - who dwelled in the darkest trenches of the ocean
and devoured everything in its path. This particular portrayal seems to
have an octopus’ tentacle at its base, a lobster claw at its top, and looks
like a Rabbit Pearl vibrator. What do aficionados call this kind of art?
Problematic.
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THE TRAIL OF ARNOLD HOLMEN

Once upon a time, there was a horny moose - What a great way to start
a story! - and he and its lover were seen swimming over the seventeen
kilometre wide Træna fjord in the 1980s. Tragically, the female drowned
and only the male reached Husøy, where it stayed for a couple of years,
getting exceedingly frustrated, trying to befriend some of the cows - no
wonder they left the island - before, one spring, it disappeared. It’s never
been seen since. The striking sculpture on a southern peak of the island,
seen from the road to Rorbuferie, is an homage to this noble failure by
the island’s multitalented Arnold Holmen. He’s a true wizard with everything technical, especially motors, and would probably be able to raise
the dead if he was a doctor. As a maker of true ‘art’, however, he’s a little
more secret - just like real artists should be.
So the moose takes a little effort to reach: head from Husøy’s graveyard
south through the marshland of the island’s inner sanctum, before
passing through a beautiful range of hills and the only forest on the
island. Finally, you’ll meet his metal beast. You can then continue
walking south to the end of the island - or the end of the world.
There’s also an easy walk up the road from the port of Husøy, all the way
to the water tower and its great views, where you can find Holmen’s
‘Analogue GPS’, which locates landmarks nearby and indeed throughout
the whole of Helgeland. If you’re feeling too lazy for a stroll, you can instead see Holmen’s iconic metal globe as you arrive at Husøy’s harbour.

MUSEUM

Though it’s easy to miss, Træna has its own museum over the road from
Husøy’s church. It’s a one storey, two building institution, eccentrically
filled with old cups and saucers, black and white pictures of Norwegian
royalty, faded photos of the islands, and an ancient, colourfully carved
figurehead rescued from a boat in Dørvær. It’s definitely worth a visit,
especially for its dusty nostalgia, and the fact that its directors, like all
museum directors should be, are always drop dead adorable.

THE WAR

During the war, a resistance group led by Birger Sjøberg helped
smuggle weapons from England, through Selvær, and on to the mainland of Norway. Such work was a dangerous business, not just for
themselves: if they were exposed, Træna’s whole community could
suffer terribly. Survivors have since said that this painful fact was
the hardest to bear.

There were times when they were indeed very close to getting caught.
On one occasion, they were forced to hide their weapons (and perhaps
themselves) in rotten whale cadavers washed up on the beaches, since
they knew the Nazis would never get their hands that dirty. In the end, all
Træna’s men were rounded up, and their enemy prepared to burn down
the whole community, but they were saved by the German capitulation
on May 8th, 1945. Phew! A number of resistance fighters - eager to enter
combat rather than work behind the scenes - also travelled to England,
enrolled and took part in the D-Day landings in Normandy. Heroes, one
and all…
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RELIGION

This is a place where it pays to be pragmatic.

THE CHURCH

Træna’s listed parish church, located close to the harbour, was
apparently built in 1773. Someone said something about its
foundations dating back to the 1500s, but most likely this was
its predecessor*. Anyway, it’s a wooden church with a detailed
model of a fishing boat hanging from the ceiling near the entrance
so you know whom you’re praying for. Services happen every
couple of months, and it makes a fantastic venue every summer
for intimate concerts.

PETTER DASS CHAPEL

This unconsecrated shrine on top of Husøy was initiated by philosopher
Arild Haaland and local superstar artist Karl Erik Harr, alongside the
Træna municipality. Its design was inspired by a Viking longship, and
it has seating for thirty people. A memorial to Petter Dass, as well as
all those who suffered or were lost at sea, it’s a space for contemplation.
Karl Erik Harr is responsible for the twelve, kitsch illustrations of Dass’
poems, the majority inspired by ‘The Trumpet of Nordland’.

*

(Let’s face it: facts are as fluid as the ocean up here.)

PETTER DASS (CA. 1647 - 18 SEPTEMBER 1707)

This Lutheran cleric - the son of a Scottish trader called Peter Dundas would no doubt like to be remembered for his work on behalf of the Lord,
and as a poet: he wrote one of Norway’s most famous compositions,
‘The Trumpet Of Nordland’. Indeed, he was so mourned after his death
that ships carried a black cloth in their sails for a century in his honour
(unless that was just to hold the sails together).
But maybe less so in Træna, where there are a number of problems
with any attempts to revere the man. For starters, there’s his name:
in vulgar Norwegian, Dass means ‘toilet’ (though this no doubt helps
kids in class remember him). Another issue is his attitude: he also
worked as a tradesman, and probably behaved like an asshole,
something that’s stuck in the throats of Nordland’s citizens ever since.
Plus he doesn’t seem so devoted: he fathered a child out of wedlock,
and had to seek pardon from the Danish king. (He later married the
mother, and they had five more kids. That horny, chubby bugger.)
Some say he did black magic, and had no shadow after selling it to
the devil. But, whatever folk might say, Dass remains a vital part of
the literary landscape.
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I Salute You
I salute you, Nordland’s inhabitants, my friends,
From the lord of the manor to the peasant named Svend.
I salute you, kofte-clad Samis!
You all look fabulous, on craggy hills or by foamy tide,
Even you that live off the fish you hang out to dry
Before you salt it in barrels.
I greet you, clergymen, with your honourable work,
Who truthfully preach in the house of God,
Giving it everything you’ve got.
In addition to this, the entrusted authorities,
Who uphold the law of the land by sword,
Protecting us from violence and mayhem.
Hail also to you, villains and tenants,
Every farmer out there by the sea,
Whatever your skill or trade.
Vagabond, tradesman, whoever you are,
And more, who, due to lack of time,
I don’t have chance to mention.

‘The Trumpet of Nordland’
Like all good baroque poems, Dass’ most famous
composition sets out thanking each and everybody,
just to get the party started, as he embarks on a boat
ride through Nordland. There he meets the people,
from the highest ranking to the lowest - though he
refuses to judge their status - before inviting them
all for a mighty feast.

Hail to the loveable feminine sex,
Honourable Matrons and beautiful wives,
Spinsters and unmarried girls,
Especially those who live respectably and shame-free.
But my greetings I give to everyone all the same.
Just make sure you’re ready when The Lord summons you!
When the sun rises joyfully on the horizon
And reaches midday over the mountaintops
I ask you to give me the honour
Of inviting you all as guests for dinner.
My table will be overloaded,
With all the food the house has to offer.
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Activities
With Lofoten discovered by
the world’s surfing community,
imagine the possibilities for
kiting and windsurfing here in
Træna, not to mention diving.
THE COMMUNITY HOUSE

The first thing you see when you enter Husøy’s library is an upended
boat with book-filled shelves. Situated on the other side of the landing,
Husøy’s gym ensures that modern humans can do all the things that
they used to do outside while sweating in spandex in a pool of other
people’s perspiration. (On Selvæar, you can read and exercise simultaneously: space is limited, so the running machines stand in front of the
library’s bookshelves.) The building also contains civic offices, a sports
hall with climbing wall, and yes: their swimming pool is heated.

THE CINEMA

As a former temperance house, this isn’t exactly a multiplex, and you’ll
need to bring your own popcorn, but Husøy has its own 3D equipped
cinema. Outside summer, screenings take place every couple of weeks,
but The Connoisseur would like to suggest the foundation of a Træna
Film Festival. A Tim Burton season seems suitable.

SALONG HAVBRIS SPA

Set up by two returning island residents, and unexpectedly successful,
the spa has all your mod cons: manicures, massages, and twin steam
showers. The latter are particularly popular with brides and their best
mate, which gives new meaning to the term ‘bridal showers’. There’s also
a tanning tent, so you can look like a carrot all year long. And gents: if
you’re planning to book a twin steam shower for the festival, get yourself
a pedicure while you’re at it.
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THE NATO BASE

The Pimple - the white-domed fortress atop the summit of Gompen on
Sanna - is a NATO base built in 1975 as a listening station for the Cold
War years. It allowed the allies to eavesdrop on the Russkis, cracking
their codes with “a simple polyphonetically grouped 20-digit key transposed in boustrophendonic form with multiple nulls”. Well, that’s what
Dan Aykroyd did in Spies Like Us. These days it’s used to monitor civilian
and military traffic in the surrounding waters (and probably Facebook
too). That’s rather less exciting.
Remarkably, the easiest way to get there is by walking up a 716 metre
tunnel through the mountain. Sadly, it’s not nuclear-blast proof. Emerging from the dark realms of this ‘Tunnel of Love’, you can continue along
the road while enjoying fantastic views and, on an especially clear day,
even Lofoten. On a bad day, you may be blown off the island, leaving your
next of kin questioning your judgement. Afterwards, follow one of the
paths marked by wire railings down the mountain back to the harbour.
Whatever the weather, you can always see the sign by the NATO station
which, in English, Norwegian and Finnish, tells you photography is
banned. It’s considered the most pointless placard since the British one
that said “Sign Not In Use”. The Finnish translation, by the way, is due
to them apparently being considered potential secret agents for the
Soviets. Ah, those were the days…

THE LOVETRAIL

This two and a half hour walk round the island of Sanna requires no
special equipment, apart from contraceptives, and takes you past steep
mountains and hidden caves. Follow the path between the mountains
and Trænastaven, then swing round the back of the island. If you have
time, take a detour behind Trænastaven to swim in a natural pool, carved
out of the rock by a giant boulder, whose water is luckily warmer than
the sea’s. Go commando!

THE NIPPLE

Hikkeltind - The Nipple - is a 97 metre high peak on the southern tip of
Husøy. It’s not hard to find: it’s the only peak on the island. A lazy twenty
minute walk up from the Rorbuferie cabins, it involves only one easily
overcome moment of anxiety. Its summit is a perfect spot for watching the sunrise/sunset/midnight sun, or for lovemaking, or for peeing
into the wind. (Whatever floats your boat.) Just remember - and this is
important - to go quietly past the grazing sheep, especially when they’re
with their lambs in the spring and summer months. And please: close
the gate behind you!
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TRÆNASTAVEN

The first person to climb this 338 metre peak did it in clogs. They were
the only shoes he had. When no one believed him, he did it again. What
this suggests is that it’s not a hard climb, but that doesn’t mean you
shouldn’t take it seriously. For starters, though there are stainless steel
hooks in place, there are neither maps to guide you, nor ropes to hold
you. Experienced climbers won’t struggle, but don’t attempt it in clogs.
The Connoisseur again takes no responsibility for the accuracy of this
information, but from what they remember of that dark and stormy
night, the route began at Sanna’s graveyard. (Great start again!) Head
for the small gulley between Traenastaven and Breitind, then turn right
and walk out onto the second ledge, which is easy to find due to the
track. Walk further north to the top of the shoulder sticking out to the
north: this is where the first hooks can be found. Go up a ‘nose’ sticking
out, and after about fifty metres there are new anchors drilled into the
mountain. From here, go left and straight up fifty metres to another new
anchor installed on a large sloping stone surface with a hell of a view.
Then straight up and to the left along a small grass path to the last
anchor. Don’t forget to sign the visitor’s book!

KIRKEHELLEREN

You can go caving here, a form of upside down and lateral potholing.
The Cathedral Cave is always dry, and full of good holds, so you can
just stick to polite bouldering. But cave people, you deranged sports
enthusiasts - Yes, you Frenchies! We’re talking to you! - please leave
no traces behind.
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Escaping The Escape
LOVUND

That island you pass on the way to Træna, whose houses are all
crammed up around the base of a huge buttplug of a mountain, is
known as the Monaco of the area. They even have their own squash
court, and something approaching a proper hotel, Lovund Rorbuhotell.
That’s definitely not blue collar. It’s busiest on April 14th every year Lundkommardagen (Puffin Arrival Day) - when the puffins come home
to breed. Assuming they can get a room…

Northbound
Heading north, there’s maybe one area that can
compete in awesomeness with Træna: Lofoten, with
its southern tip, Røst and its bigger, Northern, ‘hippie
sister’, Vesterålen. World famous for its atmosphere and
culture, Lofoten is a breeding ground for the North Sea’s
cod. In addition to the inevitable aquatic opportunities,
healthy undertakings like hiking, surfing, randonèe
skiing and climbing are also very popular. If escapism
is your goal, and you don’t have time or money to head
off to the extreme Arctic, your best bet (besides Træna)
is the island of Røst. It’s home to puffins and the puffin
dog, plus it’s also the cradle of bacalao, and its population doubles in the winter thanks to the fishing season. It can be reached by boat and plane, and there are
ferry connections, both to neighboring Værøy, and - via
the fast boat, the Hurtigbåt - to Bodø on the mainland.
Just north of Lofoten, Vesterålen has much the same
vibe, though with less tourists. It also hosts Nyksund:
a former fishing port that became a German social
project for ‘difficult’ youth. After people there were paid
to move to more central regions during the ’70s, some
of these German kids bought up houses, transforming
them into restaurants and accommodation. Then came
the artists. And then came the hippies…
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This experience was not only life-changing, but also cuisine-changing: Querini subsequently helped popularise Norwegian stockfish in
the Veneto region, where it’s prepared as Bacalà alla Vicentina, and
in so doing opened up the trade routes between Italy and Norway.
In an eloquent report of his travels, Querini described his rescuers as
“harmonious and pious folks” who were dependent upon fishing and
agriculture. Plus ça change, then.

Coastbound
NESNA

PUFFINS

The puffed-up puffin - or sea parrot - is the iconic bird of the North
Sea, with its distinct broad beak boldly striped in red, orange and
black. Unlike the fat penguin, their long lost southern siblings on
the avian family tree, these birds don’t just swim but can fly too.
And they fly good: they’re superb hunters of fish, floating and farting
on the wind currents just feet above rough seas waiting for their
prey. Puffin-o-rama time on Lovund and Røst runs from mid April
to mid August, and where there’s a bird, there has to be a dog: the
Norwegian Lundehund - a small, Spitz type dog - originated in
Røst, where it was bred to climb along cliff paths to hunt puffins
and their eggs. And yes, those eggs make great pancakes…

BACALÀ ALLA VICENTINA

Venetian sea captain Pietro Querini is said to be the founder of the
bacalao trade, one of Mediterranean cooking’s most important
culinary concepts. His ship ran into storms off the coast of France on
the way to Bruges. Forced into lifeboats, many of his sailors drowned
or starved due to the terrible weather as, for weeks, they drifted
on the Gulf Stream up the North Sea. (That’s some serious drifting,
kids!) Eventually, after a month, eleven of the original sixty-eight
crewmembers were found in the skerries near Røst, where locals
helped them ashore in January, 1432.

This is the closest you’ll get to a bigger community near Træna. It has a
college mainly producing outdoorsy teachers, which is obviously a good
thing, but the Connoisseur was hoping for outdoorsy nurses as well.
Instead it got world music. It’s also where poet and clergyman Petter
Dass spent most of his life. Nowadays, Nesna is a lazy place, and has a
good bar - Nina’s Lavvo - which is probably the best for many nautical
miles, with a fireplace, food, a great ocean view and an al fresco beer
garden when the weather is friendly. Nesna also has Tomskjevelen, a
great place for some decent randonée skiing in the spring.

ONØY - LURØY - NORD-SOLVÆR

These are places you can stop on the way to and from Træna. Cabin
accommodation with a sea view is available. Ideal if you find Træna
too hectic.

SVARTISEN GLACIER

The Black Ice could be anything from a metal to a retro to a hip hop act,
but it’s actually the second biggest glacier in Norway. At only twenty
metres above sea level - and that was back in 2007 - it’s also the lowest
on the European mainland. The name describes the glacier’s older ice,
which is considerably dirtier than the new. Thanks to its easy accessibility, it’s a popular destination: Rocks ’n Rivers arrange hiking trips on
the glacier and are suitable for everyone in reasonable health, and you
can also undertake glacier skiing trips, as well as kayak tours of the icy
lakes and fjords.
Web:
rocksnrivers.no
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Southbound
VEGA

Although the northern part of Nordland is the most attention-seeking
tottie, the southern Helgeland coast is a seductive little maiden too.
Why not start with the elephant in the room - or, you might say, the other
whale at sea - Træna’s ‘rivalinnen’, Vega? Not only does it compete with
its exotic name and prettiness, but they claim to be the oldest settlement in Norway. And yes, Vega is beautiful, especially the archipelago’s
own Sanna, the island of Søla. But it’s not Sanna.
What Vega’s got, which Træna hasn’t - yet - is inclusion on UNESCO’s
World Heritage Site list. Bah! Træna clearly didn’t hire a good enough
spin-doctor for the qualification rounds. Anyway, get to Vega from the
north with the ferry via the island of Tjønna, and from the south via the
port of Horn, outside Brønnøysund. There are also hurtigbåter - fast
boats - leaving from Sannessjøen.

BRØNNØYSUND AND TORGHATTEN.

Since the Viking age, Brønnøysund has been an important hub in the
middle of Norway, also known as the middle of nowhere. Nowadays it’s
best known for two things: one is being the seat of Norway’s Government
Agency, The Brønnøysund Register Centre, where they keep your data in
a digital prison if you go bankrupt. The other is the peak of Torghatten
that greets visitors at the inlet to Brønnøysund harbour. This one-eyed
trouser troll’s distinctive hole - a natural tunnel through its centre - is of
Frisbee throwing significance. It’s also possible to walk up and through
it. This is a popular activity that’s been enjoyed by, amongst others,
prominent royals like the King of Siam and Kaiser Wilhelm II, the German
Emperor who just loved Norway.

SALT

SALT is housed on a remote beach near Bodø in a vast fish-drying
structure designed by renowned Finnish architect, Sami Rintala.
It was conceived by curator Helga-Marie Nordby of, amongst other
things, the Lofoten International Art Festival, and the Træna festival’s
own Erlend Mogård Larsen. This madcap idea combines music,
specially commissioned installation art, locally sourced food, a huge
sweaty sauna filled with emperor’s new clothes, and enough space
for a lifetime’s contemplation. Overnight nomadic-inspired accommodation is also available. So much effort to persuade intellectual
mammals to gather around a bonfire! At the end of its first year, they’ll
take everything down and float it on, first to Greenland. Coming soon
to another remote location nowhere near you...
Web:
salted.no
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We provide a complete package of:

Waste Chain Management
We handle and treat:

SAR offers Waste Chain Management:

www.sargruppen.no

TRÆNA GJESTEGÅRD
Rooms
Eatery
Licensed bar

HOTEL | CABINS | RESTAURANT & BAR | ADVENTURES

More information at www.lovund.no
Telephone +47 75 09 20 30

Telephone +47 75 09 52 28
8770 Træna

Træna Handel AS
Telefon: 75 09 52 33
E-post: joker.trena@ngbutikk.net

www.rorbuferien.no
post@rorbuferien.no
tel: +47 979 83 276
Contact us for cabins, eatery and fishing.
Special events available.
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DEEPEST GRATITUDE

All our lovin’ goes to the people of
Træna – every single one of you!
Yes, even you, standing alone
out there on that rock gazing out
to sea. Our love also goes to our
favourite sheep, the donkeys,
that special dog and a few of the
household cats. Especially warm
thanks goes to Erling Ramskjell,
Anita Overelv, Britt Kramvig and
Erlend Mogård Larsen for sheltering us, and keeping us fed and
warm. Profound gratitude goes to
Katrine Opdal for her navigation
when others seemed lost at sea.
And big bear hugs go to all you
beautiful mammals, you, for helping out: Svein-Håkon Jacobsen
for fishing trips and incredible
stories, Roger Moen for guided
tours of the archipelago, Arnold
Holmen, Jorid Langskjær, Annveig
Moen, Agate Molvik, Turid Myhre
and Helmer Langskjær for their
insight, Karl Olav Kristoffersen
(Il Capitano) for access all areas,
Morten Gärthner for climbing
instructions, Kristian Syvertsen
for skiing instructions, Vera
Arntsen for Bodø instructions
and John Doran for eleven indispensable words.
This guide is dedicated to The
Knitting Club in Træna, who for
decades have delicately knitted
and purled and knitted and
purled, and then sold their woollen handicraft for much less than
it’s worth, raising money for the
rescue boats that keep us all safe
out on that rough North Sea. You
ladies Rock and Roe! Cod bless
you all!

Træna is final
proof that paradise
doesn't have to be
in the tropics.

Lay yourself down
and let The Poor
Man's Connoisseur
fill you in...

